10. Neutral features
Neutral features are described as areas that neither enhance nor detract from
the character of the conservation area.
In an attempt to reduce the archaeological impact, the visitor’s centre to the
castle was designed as a lightweight structure, however its architecture does
not really compliment it setting, although it is not prominent due to its
colouring.

Castle Visitor’s Centre

Whilst the Old Stone House is in stone and is a remnant of an old building,
the flat roof and modern detailing are at odds with the traditional character of
the area. Planning permission has been granted for its alteration, which if
implemented will help bring the building to be more in keeping with the area.

Old Stone House
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Both the supermarket and the library attempt to be of a vernacular design by
being in brick and having slate and pantile roofs but neither are particularly
successful in picking up on the area’s local building style and both use a more
orange brick than is common to the area. The design of the library seems to
emphasis its size rather than break it down to the scale of its more traditional
neighbours, and the supermarket incorporates details such as the dormers in
its roof which are alien to the area. Also, in the case of the supermarket,
slates are more likely to accompany brick buildings in the conservation area
rather than pantiles as used.

Library

Supermarket

Some of the shops along the top of Church Street and the Post Office on
West Street are of modern design. They make use of red brick and have
window openings of traditional proportions, but have suffered from
inappropriate replacement windows and shopfronts, and the installation of
roller shutters. With more appropriate alterations to their frontages this would
help to give a more positive impression. This would allow the buildings to be
retained, show them at their best, and allow them still to be of their time,
without resorting to demolition or re-fronting in a historic style that may not
suit their form.

Shops in Commercial Centre

Post Office
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The Working Men’s Club is a rather utilitarian looking building that with its
concrete roof results in this building having a bland appearance. However,
with the reinstatement of its original roof material and window detailing this
building could have a positive impact on the conservation area. Archive
photos could give clues to its previous appearance, but it is likely that it would
have had a natural slate roof and large paned sash windows.

Working Men’s Club

Whilst the printers is tucked away and therefore has little impact, it is of a
suburban form that is at odds with its historic context. The use of tall conifers
as a boundary treatment is also unsympathetic to the area where a hedge of
broad-leaved tree screen would be more appropriate.

Printers
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As mentioned above, bungalows can be negative where they are in prominent
locations, but where they are in less critically positions they would be
considered neutral. Whilst they are relatively low key, they are not of a
traditional form and therefore do not help to reinforce the historic character of
the area, especially in certain position such as those on Low Road on the way
to the castle and High Street near the church.

Bungalows on Low Road and High Street

There are several late twentieth houses that are of modern appearance and
which do not fit with the general traditional character elsewhere in the
conservation area. These tend to be in clusters along Castle Avenue,
Waverley Avenue, Dale Road and on March Gate. The latter due to their large
gardens are fairly well hidden and therefore have little impact on the
conservation area.

Modern dwellings in the conservation area
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The town square, whilst giving some greenery to the area is currently
undefined and visually leaks into the surrounding area. Plans are afoot to
have buildings along the edges that will contain the space. The space may
also be used more actively and may need to be rethought as a more hard
landscaped area.

The town square

There are a couple of spaces below the Eagle and Child Public House, where
there were previously terraced properties that were pulled down in the mid
twentieth century. The areas seem to lack any real purpose and should either
be comprehensively landscaped, or alternatively built on, if a suitable and
sensitive development can be designed to exploit the potential of the site

Open spaces below ‘The Eagle and Child’ PH
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Although the area at the junction of Church Street, West Street and Old Road
has been designed with wide pavements, seating and traditional lights,
unfortunately some of the materials and detailing used for the pavements and
the presence of steps and barriers do not help to create an attractive space
overall and the area is left without a real focus at this crucial point entering the
commercial area, as well as the conservation area, from Old Road.

Junction of Church Street and West Street

The area currently occupied by the car sales on Doncaster Road does not
contribute to the historic character of the conservation area, due to the lack of
buildings and the dominance of cars and hard landscape.

Car Sales on Doncaster Road
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11. Condition of Buildings
The buildings are general in good condition although some of the buildings
look as though routine maintenance is not being done. A survey should be
undertaken on the properties to give a firm understanding of the problem.

Some of the properties in Conisbrough whose condition is of concern
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12. Problems, Pressures and Capacity for Change
Although Conisbrough has a rich history, its actual built form has been spoilt
by previous slum clearances, road widening schemes and 1960s
redevelopment, which have resulted in a loss of many historic properties.
Certain areas lack the feel of being an ancient settlement and the sense of
enclosure that would have once been there. However where there are
opportunities for redevelopment, such as where there are negative and
neutral features, there is the opportunity to rebuild in the local vernacular.
Old buildings that still exist help to give the area a distinctive character, but
unfortunately sometimes they are seen as liabilities with essential
maintenance and repairs being avoided or carried out unsympathetically. This
in the long-term could lead for a call to remove the buildings if they become
dilapidated and are viewed as eyesores. However these buildings are part of
the history of the area an should be valued for their contribution and their
restoration promoted.
The castle is an important historic asset but it feels isolated from the town
centre by poor pedestrian routes and the lack of positive environment with
several vacant and semi-derelict buildings between the castle and the town
centre. The recent redevelopment of Well Gate has improved this greatly,
although the use of more traditional materials, details and form could have
made even more of a difference, especially on the Castle Hill frontage.
With the need to ‘improve’ properties, this has often resulted in the loss of
original features on historic properties through the introduction of uPVC
windows and concrete tiles to roofs that are often detrimental to both the
building and the surrounding area. The recent grant scheme did some good
work to reverse this trend with more appropriate windows and shopfronts, as
well as re-roofing in natural slate and clay pantiles that complemented their
host buildings, but unfortunately this has not resulted in more buildings being
restored sympathetically. Signage can also give a cheap appearance if not
designed to compliment the area. The desire to protect shops can lead to the
use of external roller shutters that had a deadening impact on the area and
give a hostile look to the area rather than attract shoppers, residents and
visitors.
The conservation area has a large amount of green open space away from its
commercial centre and there could in the future be demands for some of this
land to be used for housing or other developments but this should not be at
the detriment to the green character of the area. With the increased use of
cars there is also the pressure to increase parking, and this can lead to the
loss of stone walling with the introduction of additional or widened entrances
to properties.
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13. Suggested Boundary Changes
Since the designation of the conservation area, the area in and around has to
some extent altered and buildings that were not considered important at the
time of the designation of the conservation area are now considered to make
a positive contribution, whilst buildings that are currently included may not
now be beneficial to the general ambience of the area. The following areas
are considered to be now worthy of inclusion
The Dale
This building and its grounds lie adjacent to the conservation area, and the
building and its land are seen very much as a continuation of the character of
the adjoining part of the conservation area. The building appears to date from
the Georgian period with Victorian additions and is considered to be a key
unlisted building due to its architectural and historic interest. The earlier
building is a good example of a two storey stone building and with the later
three storey extension retains many original features. The extension is also a
landmark building on Dale Road. The grounds are well treed and would be a
positive addition to the conservation area if supported.

The Dale, a key unlisted building in the area and its grounds continue
the greenness around the castle
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Wesley Chapel/Chapel Lane
The Wesley Chapel lies adjacent to the conservation area and again is
considered to be a key unlisted building making a positive contribution to the
character of the area and the conservation area would benefit by its addition.
It is an important landmark building that is a good example of a Victorian
chapel built in 1876.

Wesley Chapel

Properties at the lower end of Chapel Lane

There are also several historic properties towards the lower end of Chapel
Lane that also have very good townscape value. However the merit of some
of the other buildings that would also have be included to allow the expansion
of the conservation area is dubious and may prevent the inclusion of this
area.
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Church Street/Well Head
Currently only the buildings fronting on to the north side of Church Street are
in the conservation area and the inclusion of their backlands, including the
entire supermarket site, would make a more distinct boundary. The rear
outbuildings would also add to the character of the frontage buildings. The
listed wellhead also lies just north of Church Street and would also be brought
into the conservation area as part of this alteration.

Backs of properties on Church Street

Well Gate

Although the recently built Well Gate development is a considerable
improvement on the previous flats it is still does not pick up on the area’s local
distinctiveness sufficiently in terms of detailing, materials and forms so there
would not be considered enough merit for it be included in to the conservation
area.
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‘The Castle’ Public House
At the end of the green space of the mill piece is an Edwardian public house
that stands on the site of an older inn. Although the pub looks slightly
neglected, it is externally a good example of the type and is a local landmark
that would form a strong ‘bookend’ to the conservation area if the Mill piece is
retained (see later).

‘The Castle’ PH

The conservation area is also suggested to be slightly amended on certain
roads (i.e. Dale Road and the accessway off March Street) in order to give the
opportunity to protect the limestone boundary walls on both sides of these
roads.
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As well as areas that should be included there are several that are
recommended for omission, which are as follows: Old Road
This area of the conservation area to the west of the commercial centre along
Old Road is dominated by modern commercial premises that are considered
to be a major negative impact on the conservation area, as well as the library
which has a neutral impact on the conservation area. The only really historic
element in this area is the stone walls to the front of the farm house on the
junction of Old Road with North Cliff Road. If the barns that previously existed
to the rear of this property had not been recently demolished there would
have been some merit in keeping this area in and extending it to include these
barns but with their demolition this area has not enough merit to remain in the
conservation area and would be better removed.

Stone walls on corner of Old Road and North Cliff Road
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March Gate
The modern properties make no contribution to the conservation area. Their
exclusion would not alter the general character and appearance of the
conservation area and would make a much more logical boundary.

Development of March Gate

The car parking sales area between March Gate and Doncaster Road also
does not contribute positively to the conservation area and its removal is
suggested to strengthen the overall character of the area.
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The bungalows on Doncaster Road and the bungalow on Burcroft Hill, are
considered to have a neutral impact on the conservation area. There is
unlikely to be any major changes that being in a conservation area could
control and their inclusion is of no benefit to the character and appearance of
the conservation area therefore it is suggested that they be removed.

Bungalows on Doncaster Road and Burcroft Hill

The removal of the whole of the mill piece was considered between
Doncaster Road and Low Road as it is remote from the rest of the
conservation area and is chiefly landscaping however it was considered that
the area acts as a buffer to the area from modern residential developments
around the castle and is important to the castle’s setting and therefore to the
conservation area.
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Suggested Additions and Removals
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14. Summary of Special Interest
The special interest of Conisbrough Conservation Area is due to: •

The castle

•

The church

•

Hill-top setting

•

Anglo-Saxon street pattern

•

17th and 18th Century buildings

•

Victorian commercial premises and terraces

•

Large amount of trees and green spaces

•

Simple form of buildings

•

Limited range of materials

•



Brick, render or stone for walls



Natural Welsh slates or natural red clay pantiles

Stone boundary walls
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Part II – Management Proposals
15. Management Proposals
Under Section 71(1) of the Planning (Listed Buildings and Conservation
Areas) Act 1990, the Borough Council is required to periodically review its
conservation areas and to publish proposals for their preservation and
enhancement.
The purpose of the Management Proposals are to describe mid to long-term
strategies for preserving and enhancing the special character and
appearance of the conservation area.
The Management Proposals set out the actions needed to address the issues
raised in the Conservation Area Appraisal.
The Proposals document recommends both the provision of good practice
guidance information to clarify the existing powers, and proposes increased
local authority controls within the area, including promotion through the
Development Control process. This includes recommendations for further
work required for their implementation.
It is likely that most, if not all, of the actions itemised in ‘Recommendations’
will have to be financed or initiated by Doncaster Council. The potential for
help from funding from outside sources, such as the Heritage Lottery Fund or
English Heritage, should be investigated where appropriate. It is accepted
that, of necessity, actions will all need to be prioritised according to the
availability of resources and it may not be possible to achieve all those
scheduled.
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Recommendations
The Management Proposals recommend that:
General
1.

The council should use ‘Conisbrough Conservation Area Appraisal Part
1: Appraisal’ as a material consideration in determining planning
applications

2.

The council should adopt the ‘Conisbrough Conservation Area
Appraisal Part 2: Management Proposals’ as a Supplementary
Planning Document (SPD) in support of a Development Plan
Document (DPD) within the emerging Local Development Framework
(LDF)

3.

The conservation area boundaries
recommended in Section 13.

4.

There is commitment to a five yearly review of the management of the
conservation area.

should

be

changed

as

Development
5.

The council should actively promote the protection of listed, key
unlisted and positive buildings. The council would be unlikely to grant
consent for the demolition of listed, key unlisted or positive buildings,
whereas depending on the merits of proposed replacements, buildings
that are neutral could be considered for demolition, and demolition
would be positively welcome for negative buildings.

6.

The council should undertake a heritage survey on all the buildings in
the conservation area to ascertain the rate of survival of original
elements that contribute positively to the character and appearance of
the conservation area, such as roof coverings, windows and doors.
This information will inform any decision to serve Article 4 (2)
Directions over the whole or part(s) of the conservation area. Control
over the alterations to the significant limestone walls could also be
investigated.

7.

The council should ensure that development within the conservation
area complements the size and scale of the existing traditional
buildings, and should use similar detailing and respect the overall
historic nature of this conservation area.
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Maintenance and improvements
8.

The council should identify ‘buildings at risk’ and proposals for remedial
work to those identified should be encouraged.

9.

The council should undertake an assessment of the existing tree stock
and develop a strategy for the management of trees and other
landscape features within the conservation area shall be established.

10.

The council should work interdepartmentally and with other bodies to
ensure that any works to the public realm respect the special character
and appearance of the conservation area.

Increasing awareness and understanding
11.

The council should ensure that there is the preparation and formal
adoption of guidance explaining conservation policy and good practice
and its promotion. Such guidance should include: •
•
•

12.

shopfront and security design
sympathetic repair and alterations to historic buildings
guidelines for modern development

The council should ensure that the conservation area links into both
the Strategic and Local Green Infrastructures routes and policies.
Green Infrastructures are a way of linking heritage, ecology and
recreational assets so as to form a network of spaces, and as such,
conservation areas are seen as an important contributor.
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Appendix I
Useful Information & Contact Details
Sources Of Information
Design and Conservation Team
Doncaster Council
2nd Floor, Danum House
St. Sepulchre Gate
Doncaster DN1 1UB
Telephone: 01302 734922
E-mail: peter.lamb@doncaster.gov.uk
Website:
www.doncaster.gov.uk/planning
Local History Library
Reference Library
Central Library
Waterdale
Doncaster DN1 3JE
Telephone: 01302 734320
E-mail:
reference.library@doncaster.gov.uk
Website: www.doncaster.gov.uk

Doncaster Civic Trust
2 Lawn Road
Doncaster
DN1 2JF
English Heritage - Yorkshire and
the Humber Region
37 Tanner Row
York Y01 6WP
Telephone: 01904 601 901
Website: www.englishheritage.org.uk
Society for the protection of
Ancient Buildings (SPAB)
37 Spital Square
London E1 6DY
Telephone: 020 7377 1644
E-mail: info@spab.org.uk
Website: www.spab.org.uk/

Doncaster Archives
King Edward Road
Balby
Doncaster DN4 0NA
Telephone: 01302 859811
E-mail:
doncaster.archives@doncaster.gov.u
k
Website: www.doncaster.gov.uk
South Yorkshire Archaeology
Services
Howden House
1 Union Street
Sheffield S1 2SH
Telephone: 0114 2736354 / 2736428
E-mail:
syorks.archservice@sheffield.gov.uk
Website: www.sheffield.gov.uk
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Georgian Group
6 Fitzroy Square
London W1T 5DX
Telephone: 020 7250 3857
E-mail: info@georgiangroup.org.uk
The Victorian Society
(South Yorkshire Group)
39 Cobden View Road
Sheffield S10 1HP
Telephone: 0114 268 6729
E-mail:
admin@victoriansociety.org.uk
The Twentieth Century Society
70 Cowcross Street
London EC1M 6EJ
Telephone: 020 7250 3857
E-mail:
caseworker@c20society.org.uk
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Appendix II
Listed Buildings
Conisbrough Castle
CONISBROUGH
CASTLE HILL
SK59NW
LBS number 334795
Grade I
Remains of castle in the guardianship of English Heritage. Keep of c1180,
curtain walls built soon after; later medieval additions and alterations. For
Hamelin Plantagenet, 5th Earl Warren and illegitimate half brother to Henry II.
Ashlar magnesian limestone keep, curtain walls of coursed rubble. Cylindrical,
4-storey keep with 6 full-height buttresses within D-shaped enclosure having
remains of gatehouse and barbican to south. Keep: approx 27 metres in
height with strongly splayed base and prominent semi-hexagonal buttresses.
Entrance in south side, reached by C20 concrete steps, has joggled lintel and
relieving arch as does twin window above; quatrefoil chapel windows, in
buttress above on right, have pelleted surrounds; round- arched, upper-floor
window beyond buttress on left. Interior: cylindrical. Vaulted basement with
central aperture beneath which is a well. Plain lower storey with stone stairs
within the walls. Principal chamber on 1st floor has large fireplace with
clustered columns, joggled lintel and canopy; to right a square-headed basin
recess; opposite fireplace a deep window recess with stone benches. 2nd
floor: similar but smaller fireplace with trefoil-headed basin recess on right.
Opposite the fireplace is a chapel with vestry built within the wall and one
buttress. The chapel is hexagonal with rib-vaulting on pilasters and engaged
columns (of which only 1 remains); 2 trefoil-headed piscinas, round-arched
east window with roll moulding and chevrons to hood, quatrefoil side
windows. Vault has transverse rib with chevrons, crossed ribs to each side
rise to bosses. Stairs lead to the roof level where the tops of the buttresses
have been adapted for various purposes: dovecote, oven and water tanks.
Curtain wall: splayed base with rubble brought to course heights aligned with
quoins at the changes of direction; the wall is interspersed with cylindrical
tower projections of solid masonry; 2 sections of the wall have been refaced
in ashlar. C13 barbican walls flank the approach to former gatehouse which,
together with a section of wall to tie east, has slid downslope. Foundations
remain of various buildings set against the north, east and south walls of the
inner bailey. The keep is similar to that at Mortemer, near Dieppe in France,
also owned by the Warren family. The curtain walls with their solid cylindrical
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towers represent a transitional stage in defensive architecture from solid
rectangular forms to hollow turrets. Visited by King John in 1201. Later
popularised by Sir Walter Scott's novel 'Ivanhoe'. Scheduled Ancient
Monument. More fully described and illustrated in: S. Johnson, Conisbrough
Castle, D.O.E. handbook, HMSO 1984.
Listing NGR: SK5147598905

Church of St Peter
CONISBROUGH
CHURCH STREET
SK59NW
LBS number 334797
Grade I
Church. Probably of C8 origin, remodelled C12, C14 and C15; restored 1866
and in later C19; vestry added 1913-14. Ashlar and rubble magnesian
limestone, lead roofs. West tower overlapped by aisles to 3-bay nave, south
porch; 2-bay chancel with north chapel in extension of aisle and north vestry.
Tower: pre-Conquest core refaced C15; much restored. Chamfered plinth,
moulded band; offset angle buttresses flank pointed-arched west door with
hoodmould; string course beneath pointed-arched 3-light window having
unrestored hoodmould with head-carved stops; statue niche over. North and
south clocks and offset beneath belfry stage having pairs of transomed, 2light openings with cusped blind panels below louvres; shared hoodmoulds
with head-carved stops. String course with north and south gargoyles and
traceried frieze beneath embattled parapet with 4 crocketed pinnacles. Navel
aisle overlap to south of tower is of C15 ashlar with diagonal west buttress,
square-headed window to south and triangular-headed 3-light window to
west. C15 porch, restored C20, has angle buttresses and iron gates across
pointed arch with shafted jambs, dog tooth to soffit and billeted hoodmould; 2order C12 doorway within has renewed shafts and left capital to arch with
chamfer, zig-zag and dogtoothed hood; C15 grave slab on inner porch wall to
east beneath niche with seated figure. C14 aisle on right is of rubble with
buttresses to east and between 2-light windows with chamfered, quoined
surrounds and shouldered heads; Decorated 3-light east window has
renewed tracery with couchettes beneath old hoodmould. C15 clerestorey:
ashlar; pointed 3-light windows with hoodmoulds. Embattled parapets
throughout south side, that to nave with crocketed pinnacles and east cross.
North aisle, rebuilt 1866, incorporates 2 round-headed windows. Chancel:
rebuilt OS in ashlar with chamfered plinth and moulded bandy buttresses to
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east and between bays. Tudor-arched priests' door beneath C20 hollowchamfered 3- light window with square-head; to left a restored C15 window of
2-lights in same style; similar 3-light window on right has arched head. 5-light
east window with renewed tracery to cusped ogee heads beneath arch with
hoodmould. String course beneath coped ashlar parapet with crocketed east
pinnacles and cross. Separately-roofed vestry of 1913 has Tudor-arched east
door flanked by hooded ogee windows; similar north and west windows.
Interior: tall double-chamfered tower arch; low C12 round arches from tower
to aisles beneath round-headed slit windows. Pre-conquest side-alternate
quoins to west end of nave visible from aisles. North arcade: 3 bays with plain
round arches, bay-I arch taller; cylindrical piers with 1 scalloped capital and I
carved with figures in foliage. Over central arch a blocked Saxon window with
round-arched head cut in a single stone, the window splays externally; over
outer arches are the quoined jambs of other pre-Conquest openings, their
heads cut by clerestorey windows. South arcade, of c1200, has 3 pointed
arches on cylindrical piers with differing carved capitals In south aisle a
triangular-headed piscina with projecting square bowl. In north aisle an ogee
recess beneath eastern aisle window; opposite is a semi- octagonal column
piscina in C13 style; squint in wall above. Chancel arch: C12, restored, with
roll-mould continued as shafts down west side and lozenge-carved imposts.
C19 double-chamfered arch into north chapel with blocked, pointed doorway
to east having quadrant moulding. Around east end of chancel is a string
course above round-headed south piscina and recess in north wall with iron
stanchions. Font: Perpendicular, octagonal with 4 shafts about the column;
shields and figures in quatrefoiled side panels. Medieval altar stone, brought
from castle and now in north chapel, has 5 crosses and relic box niche.
Monuments: C13 cross slab at east end of north aisle; above it a wall
monument to the Bosvile family having oval plaque set amongst foliage. On
chancel south wall a monument by Knowles of Manchester to W. Richard
Woodyeare (d.1835). On north wall that by Thomas of London to Fountain
John Woodyeare of Crookhill Hall (d.1814). Brasses: near pulpit to Marie
Tofield (d.1755); on chancel south wall to Rev. Henry Saxton dated 1665; in
north aisle recess to Nicholas Bosvile (d.1523). In south aisle a remarkable
C12 coped tomb chest bearing medallions with knights in combat, winged
beasts and zodiac signs; sides have palmettes and warrior fighting a dragon
whilst bishop with crozier stands by. Glass: jumbled C15 glass with 3 heads in
chancel south window; east window of 1866 by H. Hughes. Detailed
description in P.F. Ryder, Saxon Churches in South Yorkshire, County
Archaeology Monograph No 2, 1982, pp 45-61.
Listing NGR: SK5121898753
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Castle House (listed as The Old Priory Nursing Home and attached
outbuilding)
CONISBROUGH
CASTLE STREET
SK59NW
LBS number 334796
Grade II
Vicarage now nursing home with attached outbuilding. c1800 with later
additions and alterations. Coursed magnesian limestone rubble, Welsh slate
and pantile roofs. 2 storeys, 1:2:1-bay front with wing to centre rear continued
by attached outbuilding; later wing in rear-right angle. Front has central
projection with sashes in raised ashlar surrounds beneath sashes with glazing
bars in sinilar surrounds eaves band beneath coped pediment with blind
quatrefoil in tympanum. Outer bays have windows as centre except for
insertion of canted bay window to ground-floor bay 4. Ripped slate roof with
renewed brick stacks flanking the pediment. Left return: 6-panel door and
overlight in ashlar surround beneath small 4-pane sash. Outbuilding to far left
is lower than wing and has boarded doors and hatches; shaped kneelers to
raised left verge of pantiled roof.
Listing NGR: SK5130298895

Cromwell’s Restaurant (listed as The Old Hall Restaurant)
CONISBROUGH
CHURCH STREET
SK59NW (east side)
LBS number 334798
Grade II
House now restaurant. Early-mid C18, altered and with later additions.
Deeply-coursed magnesian limestone, stone slate eaves courses to pantile
roof. 2 storeys with cellars and attics, 5 bays; later lean-to addition to left
return and rear. Rusticated ashlar quoins. Later C18 doorway to left of centre
has part-glazed 8-panel door in architrave with frieze having urns and swag
beneath cornice. Projecting stone sills to sashes with glazing bars in
cemented square-headed surrounds; window over door is of 8 panes. Shaped
kneelers and gable copings; rebuilt brick end stacks. Interior: ashlar fireplace
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to ground-floor left has cambered arch with keystone. Original staircase
having square newels with turned finials and handrail but no balustrade.
Collared principal-rafter trusses exposed in attic.
Listing NGR: SK5116598684

The Priory (listed as Offices Of Local Authority Department)
CONISBROUGH
HIGH STREET
SK59NW (east side)
LBS number 334801
Grade II
House now local authority offices. Early-mid C19. Ruled stucco, Welsh slate
roof. 2-storey, 3-bay front with wing across rear projecting beyond right return.
Giant end pilasters and raised central bays Rectangular stone steps to central
door with fanlight in doorcase having keyed archivolt and modillioned
pediment. Outer bays each have a canted bay window with sashes and
modillioned cornice. 1st floor: plain central sash with projecting sill in
segmentally-arched recess rising from doorcase; outer bays have similar
paired sashes. Cornice, breaking forward over ends and centre, beneath
parapet with balustraded panels over each bay. Hipped roof with stacks to
rear, at junction with lower wing, and on ridge of rear wing.
Listing NGR: SK5129898751

Fountain and Lamp Standard, Coronation Park
CONISBROUGH
LOW ROAD
SK59NW
LBS number 334802
Grade II
Fountain and lamp standard. 1911. Maker : George Wright Ltd of Rotherham.
Cast iron. Octagonal base with dog trough and makers name. Main trough,
above, is D-shaped and has rounded lip. From it rises an octagonal column
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with round-arched panel on each face, that to front bearing words:
'CORONATION
OF/KING/GEORGE/V/22nd
JUNE/1911/THIS/LAMP/&
FOUNTAIN/WAS/ERECTED/BY/PUBLIC/ SUBSCRIPTION'.
Column has ogee top and rises as a lamp standard with decorative shell
motifs, ladder bar and lamp cover with scrollwork.
Listing NGR: SK5145598741

War Memorial, Coronation Park
CONISBROUGH
LOW ROAD
SK59NW
LBS number 334803
Grade II
War memorial. c1920. Sculptors: Tyas and Guest of Swinton. Ashlar
sandstone. 3-step plinth to a stylised, square Doric column surmounted by life
size statue. Column base has re-entrant corners and fasces decoration round
top. Column has bronze plaques on each face recording the names of men of
Conisbrough lost in the Great War. The well-carved statue is of an
infantryman with gun and fixed bayonet (missing) facing to his left in front of a
broken tree stump. Similar memorials by same sculptors exist at Stainforth
Cemetry and at Thorpe Hesley Church of The Holy Trinity (Rotherham).
Listing NGR: SK5146098767

Set of Stocks, Coronation Park
CONISBROUGH
LOW ROAD
SK59NW
LBS number 334804
Grade II
Set of stocks. Probably late C18, resited early C20. Magnesian limestone
pillars with wooden boards. Pillars are square-sectioned and have board
rebates and rounded tops; renewed wooden boards with 2 pairs of notches.
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Origirally sited in High Street outside the churchyard; said to have been
removed in 1848 and became used as gateposts (Allport, p. 66). C. H. Allport,
History of Conisbrouqh, 1913.
Listing NGR: SK5145998786

Well Cover
CONISBROUGH
WELLGATE
SK59NW
LBS number 334807
Grade II
Well cover. Late medieval. Ashlar limestone. Small rectangular building, now
partly buried in pavement . South end facing road has blocked rebated
opening at pavement level; ashlar stones, worked to the pitch of the roof,
have verge projection and roll-mould to ridge. Unique survival in the
Doncaster district.
Listing NGR: SK5119698797
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Appendix III
Relevant Policies of the Doncaster Unitary Development Plan
ENV 21

Protection of trees

SENV 4

Conserving the built heritage

ENV 25

Conservation Areas

ENV 26

Demolition of buildings in Conservation Areas

ENV 27

Enhancement of Conservation Areas

ENV 28

Restoration schemes in Conservation Areas

ENV 29

Designation and review of Conservation Areas

ENV 30

Listed Buildings

ENV 31

Repair and Restoration of Listed Buildings

ENV 32

Additions and alterations to Listed Buildings

ENV 33

Preservation and enhancement of Listed Buildings

ENV 34

Setting of Listed Buildings

ENV 35

Protection of the Boroughs Archaeological heritage

ENV 36

Archaeological evaluation of sites

ENV 37

Development affecting Archaeological sites

ENV 38

Protection of sites from development

SENV 6

Quality of design in new development

ENV 52

Design of new dwellings

ENV 53

Scale and appearance of new dwellings

ENV 54

Alterations and extensions

ENV 59

Protection of trees on development sites
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PH 8

Infill and small scale housing development

SPH 4

Safeguarding residential land

PH9-PH12 Residential Policy Areas
PH13

Promotion of high standards in design

SPH 5

Priority Residential Policy Areas

PH16&17 Priority Residential Policy Areas
T7

Road Improvements.
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Appendix IV
Community Involvement
Involving the community (and raising public awareness) has been part of the
appraisal process. This has been undertaken by: •
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•

Advertising of the forthcoming Conisbrough Conservation Area
Appraisal on the Council’s web-site well in advance of its draft
publication
An early draft was presented to the Conisbrough and Denaby Tourism
Strategy Group at their meeting on 2 April 2009.
The forthcoming consultation was registered with Doncaster’s
Consultation Team to ensure that it was in line with Doncaster
Corporate guidelines.
An article advertising the draft appraisal and presentation was placed
in the August edition of ‘Conisbrough in Focus’ which came out in the
last week of July, as well as being made available as a press release
The draft appraisal was sent on 30 July 2009 to the Local Ward
Members, the Neighbourhood Manager for the area, English Heritage,
South Yorkshire Archaeology Services and Doncaster Civic Trust, with
a letter welcoming comments as well as informing of the forthcoming
public meeting when the appraisal was to be presented
The appraisal was made available on the Council’s website with
information on the forthcoming presentation and welcoming comments
Copies of the appraisal were also made available at the Central and
Conisbrough libraries, as well as at the Planning Department, again
with notices advertising the presentation and welcoming comments
The Consultation Period officially started from 3 August to finish on 25
September 2009
Site notices were also erected in Conisbrough on 4 August 2008
advertising the consultation of the appraisal and the public meeting,
and asking for comments
The appraisal was presented by Doncaster Council’s Design and
Conservation Team on 12 August 2009 at The Terrace, Castle Avenue
to which 17 members of the public attended
Three members of the public responded in writing. These being:
The boundary should not be amended to include the Methodist
Chapel on Chapel Lane

March Streets should be included and that houses opposite the
Library should remain in. Conservation area status should give it
a priority when dealing with litter, grafitti, vandalism, poor road
maintenance and speeding cars.

The logic of the present conservation area boundaries was
questioned and amendments suggested that were in line with the
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•

•

draft appraisal. The importance of historic buildings, their
protection and restoration was stated. The need for guidance on
shopfronts and security were promoted. Co-ordination and
maintenance of the public realm was stressed. The lack of trees
in certain areas of the conservation area caused concern,
especially the scarcity of oak trees. Highway issues were also
raised.
Doncaster Civic Trust agreed with most of the amendments to the
boundary but suggested that the conservation area be extended further
to include all of Chapel Lane, and that the eastern side of Old Road, up
to and including the Farmhouse on the corner of North Cliff Road,
should be included. They also pointed out that The Castle PH was
Edwardian rather than 1930s.
English Heritage noted that the appraisal was sound but suggested
that a summary of the character of the conservation area was included
in the introduction.

In response to the comments the appraisal was amended with a summary of the
character of the conservation area included in the introduction, the description of
The Castle PH was amended and a management proposal added with regard the
public realm. The support for management proposals for the protection of historic
buildings, guidance on shopfront/security and tree/landscape strategy that had
already been included in the draft appraisal was noted.
Alterations to the boundaries of the conservation area were re-examined but the
suggestions in the draft appraisal have been maintained. The responses,
however, will be brought to the attention of the planning committee when a
decision on the alterations to the boundaries of the conservation area will be
made. Conservation Areas can not be treated different to other areas when
dealing with non-planning issues, however the council will work with other bodies
to ensure that wherever possible improvements can be made.
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